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The following essay was written in Sept. 1999 with a few corrections at the beginning of 2000, 

during my last year of teaching at McGill University. It was destined for a special issue devoted 

to Marc Angenot in a venue which wanted (or so I thought) a contribution that would be both 

substantive & personal. It would thus convey to the readers, already cognizant of the scope & 

foci of Angenot’s work from other contributions, both an argument about one central interest of 

his -- the social discourse theory which I saw developing during our acquaintance & then 

collaboration in the Comparative Literature Program at McGill & in other activities -- & 

something of the multilingual & cross-disciplinary flavor which we shared, no doubt each in our 

specific way or ways. Though both trained in literary studies & criticism, we both followed 

Marx’s dictum cited herein that he knew only one science (Wissenschaft: knowledge, 

understanding, cognition), the science of history, & merrily poached on sociology, philosophy, & 

a slew of other cultural fields -- Angenot especially on non-fictional writing which as a good 

Aristotelian he liked to call doxa.  

 Now, almost five years later, & writing from retirement on another continent with half of 

my books lying still packed in a basement, I cannot of course turn this into a properly orthodox 

essay. I shall also resist the temptation to import post-2001, much more scathing, comments into 

my second part, since I have published about this elsewhere. Both would, I think, render a poor 

service to the readers. In a way, the heterodoxy of this contribution is a conscious formal attempt 

to mimic the heterodoxy I shared with my friend Marc -- so that, say, even correcting my use of 

carets for “and,” or the by now incorrect 31 years I refer to in my first paragraph below, would 

involve me in an infinite series of fiddlings which could denature but not improve the original. I 

must throw myself on the mercy of the benevolent Reader, who understands that the monstrous 

nature of the times we live in can only be counteracted by means of homeopathic monsters. As a 

poet noted: Mithridates, he died old.1  

       Lucca, June 2004 

 

Et in omni amaritudine, quae nostros saeculares actus... 

sequebatur, intuentibus nobis finem cur ea pateremur, 

occurrebant tenebrae, et aversabamur gementes et dicebamus: 

“Quamdiu haec?” 

[And when in all the bitterness that followed our doings in this 

world, we inwardly searched for the end because of which we 

should undergo them, then darkness descended upon us & we 

turned away sighing & said: “How much longer?”]  

 Augustine, Confessions2 

 



 

 

In a friend one should have one’s best enemy. You should 

be closest to him with your heart when you resist him. 

 Nietzsche, Thus Spake Zarathustra3 

I’m impelled to present in Marc Angenot’s honour a two-headed monster, Doctor Doolittle’s 

Pushme-Pullyou beast. For, our long & I believe productive relationship has been composed of 

both convergences & divergences. The convergences may be seen in the articles we’ve cosigned 

as well as in our work (with others) in the issues of Science-Fiction Studies we’ve co-edited & in 

the now safely defunct Comparative Literature graduate program, which became so successful 

that it was abolished by McGill University in its quest for excellence. But I think a major strength 

of our creative friendship has also been learning how to coexist as loyal friends while not 

dissimulating to each other that for perfectly valid & honorable reasons we still mainly agreed 

what we were against (the status quo) but diverged as to the horizons of our interests. Not the 

least thing that I’ve (I hope) learned during the latter part of my 31 years alongside Marc is what 

I’d call productive carping, where you not only shun scandalous anathemas but actively seek to 

learn from the divergences, which seem unavoidable in our confusing Post-Fordist dispensation 

where each is thrown back on one’s own resources without a politico-ideological movement to co-

ordinate them.  

 The monstrous nature of the following essay does not, however, stop at the blatant 

impertinence of praising a most eminent colleague & dear friend by being (as Nietzsche well put) 

closest to him in my heart while passing apparently snide comments on some aspects of his 

enterprise. It continues in manifesting two very different heads: one is negative, a discursively 

reasoned series of critical meditations about two of the major divergences Marc Angenot & I have 

noticed for some time, i.e. about discourse theory & teaching of belles lettres; while the other 

wishes to be positive, a series of theses on the century ending in a few weeks now. I assume Marc 

would dissent from some of them even more strongly than I dissent from some (while I assent to 

most) of his presuppositions -- for strangely enough, I find few explicit positions of his to dissent 

from. Nonetheless, I wished to render homage to his always stimulating (whether magisterial or 

provocative) friendly presence by a set of fully independent theses -- which are yet in constant 

juxtapositional, oppositional, subsumptional relation, in short, in a sustained dialogue, with his 

work. And it has seemed to me that only this two-headed status, taking into account both his 

direct stimulation & his indirect goad that prompts one to re-examine one’s deepest 

presuppositions, could indicate the extent of my productive involvement with (I shun the capitalist 

term debt to) my friend Marc. Monstrum comes, after all, from a root that means what is worth 

showing, de-monstr-ating, montrer & monter. A montage: the quintessential modernist ploy.  

 

1. BESINNUNG: REMEMBRANCE, RECOLLECTION, REASONING AGAIN: A 

DISCURSIVE INTRODUCTION 

We are like somebody who hears 

A wonderfu’ language and mak’s up his mind  

To write poetry in it -- but ah! 



 

 

It’s impossible to learn it, we find,  

Tho’ we’ll never ha’e ony use again  

For ither languages o’ ony kind. 

  Hugh MacDiarmid, “Ode to All Rebels”4 

1.1. “Cum enim te deum meum, quaero, vitam beatam quaero -- Looking for you, my God, I look 

for the blessed life,”5 I find toward the beginning of the sustained meditation on memory in Book 

10 of Augustine’s Confessiones, written in a very analogous situation of breakdown of a whole 

kalpa or historical age interwoven with a difficult & most painful coming about of a new order of 

things & beliefs. Augustine solved his panic quest for sense by means of an absolute belief we 

cannot today follow, for we have seen too many atrocities (& rigidities out of which defeat 

springs) attend it. But we can translate for our use portions that might still apply of his dialogue 

with the super-individual force he calls deus meus: “Miser enim eram et amiseram gaudium 

meum,”6 he had punningly said in Book 4: “For I was miserable, & lost was to me what was my 

joy.” The death of what has been called communism in our times has the messy horror & majesty 

of the death of the gods in Augustine’s times: “God is not dead,” said Walter Benjamin from his 

unique position of theologico-political messianism, “he has been included into human destiny” .7 

 “Ubi noverunt eam, quod sic volunt eam? Ubi viderunt, ut amarent eam? Nimirum 

habemus eam nescio quomodo.8  -- Whence did they know it [the blessed life], that they so crave 

it? Where did they see it, that they so love it? Still we have it, I don’t know how,” continues 

Augustine. This yearning for what William Morris called an epoch of rest, we can today 

understand it probably better than Augustine: it is by contraries to the hells that in a big way all of 

us together & in smaller but cumulating ways each of us personally experiences in this breakdown 

of the security & certainty of empires. Augustine’s role model, Paul of Tarsus (he who had been 

Saul), put it exemplarily in his Epistle to the Romans: “nolite conformari huic saeculo, sed 

reformamini in novitate mentis vestrae.9  -- Do not conform to this profane world but rather 

change radically into a renovation of your mind.” And so, it behooves us to work through a 

Freudian labor of grieving, Trauerarbeit, & in particular the difficult knot well suggested by 

another term in German, that language of theoreticians mined throughout our 20th Century for 

more adequate concepts of the new condition humaine: Besinnung. I wish this section to be a 

variation on such a term.  

 Besinnung may be translated, among other ways, first as remembrance or recollection: a 

putting together, re-articulating (re-membering, re-collecting); the oxymoron of something 

repeated from the past (re-) & yet, as is inevitable in any imaginative process, simultaneously, 

inalienably, & inextricably a new creation & articulation which makes sense of what that past 

“really” was: wie es eigentlich gewesen, in the memorable if impossible historicist formula of 

Ranke, against whose literal dogmatism Benjamin justly raged as a major cause of the defeat of 

the working class movement he saw so clearly in 1939. For Besinnung has not only the above 

sense of Erinnerung but it is also a very interesting synonym for Vernunft, reason, one based in 

Sinn (both sense/s & meaning, just as the French sens): die Besinnung verlieren is to lose one’s 

senses or indeed one’s consciousness, zur Besinnung kommen might in a Hopkinsian (Gerard 

Manley) or early Benjaminian vein be translated as “returning to one’s meaningfulness (or 

fullness of meaning)” as well as “coming to one’s senses”: it makes sense again! In the sense of 

überlegen, the verb besinnen means to reflect on or consider something: Consider the ant, thou 



 

 

sluggard! Come to your senses! Try, try again! In the idiom sich eines Besseren besinnen, says 

my trusty dictionary, it is both to think better of something (result) & to bethink oneself better, 

change one’s mind (process, also sich anders besinnen). Last not least, sich hin und her 

besinnen, to consider hither & thither, is to rack one’s brains: where now? how now? how was it 

possible? is there any way out? where did we take the wrong turning in the labyrinth of the 

century? Speak, memory!  

 Now for anybody who has even some fugitive acquaintance with the large & variegated 

but I think also in some clear ways unified opus of Marc Angenot -- & I’ve had the privilege of 

following it, carping at it, & learning from it blow by blow from our first meeting at McGill 

University -- it will be immediately apparent that the above Augustinian & lexicographic 

suggestions are an allegory of what I perceive at the moment as at least one central definition of 

his tireless endeavors (Oh, bien peu systématique, but Angenot’s encyclopedism works -- 

rightly! -- against systematicity). While Marc has resisted the Post-Modernist trend to personal 

confessions as narcissistic individualism, I feel the concluding quote on memory from Augustine 

might explain his worrying at “collectivist utopia” (as one of his titles goes): “Nam gaudium 

meum etiam tristis memini sicut vitam beatam miser10  -- For I think of my joy even when I’m 

sad, & of the blessed life when I’m miserable.” But perhaps it may explain it by contraries 

(whereas for me it might by parallel analogy): were the gods false? Was the blessedness real? 

Were our senses, as both Marc & I are fond of quoting the end of Marx’s Communist Manifesto, 

sufficiently sober? What is bliss & sobriety? For our bodies politic & for our personal 

embodiments?  

 I shall, of course, not resolve this, not even Angenot’s opinion of it in his X thousands of 

pages. I wish, indeed, to stress strongly here that I do not at all pretend to touch even the most 

important foci of his opus. I can only, en vrac as he also likes to say, suggest a few themes & 

stances, in two ways. Since I began with a classic of the confessional mode, allow me to proceed 

further here by what artillerymen call bracketing. This is not something I’m illicitly re-functioning 

from Husserl, it is a simultaneously formalist & realist device (priëm) I learned while the lowest 

possible soldier during my service in the Yugoslav People’s Army in 1956/57. I was in an 

engineering battalion on the river Tisa, at the Hungarian border, & for those who don’t know what 

this date means, I arrived there within days of the Soviet tanks rumbling into the Hungarian 

capital. During those touch-&-go days, expecting the “socialist elder brother” to turn South & 

finish off us deviant Titoists while they were at it (the West had its embroiled hands tied in the 

inglorious Suez debacle), we went on with our training. I learned that bracketing is a method by 

which you put one shot above your goal & one below (or one left & one right), so that you’re then 

sure to hit it squarely in your third attempt. I shall therefore proceed to speak here about the most 

general theme in (a big segment of) Marc Angenot’s opus, discourse theory, & then about one of 

his most specific little articles, which has yet always seemed to me strikingly emblematic, “Pour 

en finir avec les études littéraires.” If successful, I shall then with some glee leave you, dear 

Reader, to imagine what a full hit I would have scored on anything in between this highest 

generality & lowest particularity had I had world enough & time.  

 

1.2. Splendor and Misery of Discourse Theory  



 

 

Marc Angenot calls the major part of his work “a theory of social discourse,” so that I assume it’s 

legitimate to speak first about the most unhappy state of society we’re all theorizing in, from, & 

about. As Deleuze reminds us somewhere,11 the question about the meaning for existence, which 

is for Nietzsche (& not only for him) the highest question of philosophy or indeed wisdom, can in 

this age -- & I’d say in any class society -- strictly be posed as “what is justice?” And as Henri 

Lefebvre sarcastically noted in 1967, we can today define much more easily by contraries, since 

we know well what is not happiness or justice. A global state of affairs dominated by war, 

drugging, hunger, disease, & anomie, for ex., is a supremely unjust one. And this is where we’re 

at in Post-Fordism (which I’m persuasively told can be dated as of ca. 1973). At the beginning of 

this guilty age of ours, Donna Haraway’s “Cyborg Manifesto” (which we can retrospectively see 

was much too optimistic), attempted a partial survey of the upcoming social relations, which I 

much abbreviate as follows: 

Continued erosion of the welfare state; decentralizations with increased surveillance and 

control;... imperialism and political power broadly in the form of information rich [vs.] 

information poor differentiation; increased high-tech militarization...; close integration of 

privatization and militarization, the high-tech forms of bourgeois capitalist personal and 

public life; invisibility of different social groups to each other, linked to psychological 

mechanisms of belief in abstract enemies;... education [differentiated by race, class, and 

gender] for mass ignorance and repression in technocratic and militarized cultures;... 

highly educated, numerous elites in a [two-track] society.  

In sum: “a massive intensification of insecurity and cultural impoverishment, with common 

failure of subsistence networks for the most vulnerable”.12 

 This period of almost total economic control means an undreamt-of expansion of power by 

& for huge capitalist corporate conglomerates. The traditional Leninist (not to speak of the Social-

Democratic) remedies have proved powerless in the relatively affluent North. This applies first of 

all to new ways of waging war, new ways of drugging, & new ways of mass prostitution, literal & 

metaphorical (i.e., by intellectuals). It coupled the highest technology with the newest forms of 

brainwashing -- war without legal declaration, killing civilians & destroying the material basis of 

civilization to save humanism, etc. The Nazis were the great ancestors here, finding a way to fuse 

the languages & shapes of an old power mythology with the new technoscientific one. In that 

sense Hitler has won World War 2.13 

 The above vantage point supplies an urgency that was perhaps not present before we 

realized the full extent of the disaster upon us, i.e. in the heyday of discourse theory, but must 

now be pertinently applied to it. From this much too mildly & briefly sketched stance I shall try to 

enter into a dialogue with Foucault & Co’s discourse theory. It provided some useful correctives 

against Marx’s & Engels’s early enthusiasms about the possibility of clearing up the “fog 

formations (Nebelbildungen) in the brain” by means of a “positive science” of industrial & 

Kantian -- i.e., bourgeois  -- provenance.14 The classical Marxist-Leninist frontal opposition 

against “ideology” in the bad sense (though always puzzlingly traversed by Marx’s numerous 

suggestions any social group will have an “ideology” in the neutral sense naturally flowing out of 

its complex position within the relations of production & the conflicts over its consumption) had 

proved an excellent tool in clear-cut situations leading to civil war, as in Russia or China. But it 

did not work well in the increasingly Fordist & then incipiently Post-Fordist “North” such as 



 

 

France or USA. Breaking with the French Communist Party, Foucault focused on special 

operative branches of “sectorial” knowledge (for ex. the clinic) that constitute discourses & their 

limits, what has to be & what cannot be said. What such discourses do is not simply “scientific” 

understanding dispelling ideological illusions but also (for Foucault primarily) an exclusion of 

non-institutionalized knowledge. The stress on institutional power, inevitably an upper-class one 

since institutions are anchored in a ruling hegemony, brought good sectorial results. Yet while it 

seems hardnosed, indeed cynical, as soon as Foucault & his followers & modifiers attempted to 

make a comprehensive theory of social consciousness out of it, which the logic of their opposition 

both to the orthodox bourgeois hegemony & the orthodox Stalinist counter-hegemony inevitably 

demanded, it was brought up short against the question what is the relationship of discourses & 

non-discursive practices.  

 Discourse theory’s welcome refusal of the subject-object, & even more of the basis-

superstructure dichotomy (which refusals were however also becoming widely accepted in the 

Marxist “New Left” of -- say -- Williams, Goldmann or Jameson), refused at the same time two 

other crucial matters. First, as Spivak notes, its analysis “tries to get away from the problem of 

language production by a subject” and indeed away from explicit consideration of not fully 

textualized or textualizable bodies in labor or pain.15 Second, it refused class conflicts & 

downplayed the very idea of classes. (Interestingly enough, though neither side noticed that, the 

latest Stalin in his writing about language also proclaimed that discourse was not reducible to 

class.) It took over instead a rebellious but by no means revolutionary contemplation of the 

pragmatically sanctioned division of labor, without noticing its radical later critiques in Sohn-

Rethel & socialist feminism. It was thus readily claimable by social fractions wanting a larger 

share of the pie but not wanting to disturb the cooking of the pie, never mind getting rid of the 

whole kitchen -- say by most intellectuals. A rather technocratic “operativity” of knowledge -- the 

discursive constitution of social objects & its “power effects” -- was the focus instead. Discourses 

could be loci of limited micro-struggles but any overall strategy was a contamination from the 

taboo fields of the old bourgeoisie (for ex. Gaullism) & the Old Left.  

 While therefore Michel Pêcheux could try to think the sectorial or microconflicts together 

with Gramsci’s hegemony (invoked even by Foucault) & Marx’s relations of production, we 

know how he ended. The mainstream of discourse theory is a production of contained, non-

revolutionary time, a thinking of stasis manifest in its predilection for synchronic coupes; & that 

at a time when with gathering hurricane speed “disbelief moved mountains” (as Brecht once put 

it) & the capitalist revolution of Post-Fordism was changing the world by severe class aggression 

from above  -- computerized globalization & full automation in the service of mega-corporations, 

dismantling of the Welfare but not of the Warfare State, immiseration of the lower classes & the 

whole South, dismantling of relative middle-class affluence, rise of global mass gangsterism 

fraudulently divided into legal (for ex., NATO’s war against Serbia) & illegal or Mafioso, 

erection of millions of privatized walls, etc. -- under the very eyes of people shutting their eyes to 

the existence of classes. Foucault, of course, deals often in discursive competition, where power 

entails resistance, but this somehow never amounts to a dominant vs. subordinate (nostalgic or 

emergent) perspective as it did in Raymond Williams. When, in Foucault’s surely privileged 

example, the imposition of powerful social controls on “perversity” also makes possible for 

homosexuality “to speak on its own behalf,” this happens “often in the same vocabulary, using the 

same categories by which it was... disqualified.” Foucault may (or probably may not) be right 

about the particular historical monad he’s discussing here. The point is, as Derrida also to my 



 

 

mind suggests in his critique of early Foucault,16 that any discourse which reduces truth simply to 

undifferentiated power-knowledge will necessarily conclude that reason is merely a bureaucratic 

tool for reifying surveillance and punishment. One wonders how Foucault can then exercise 

critical or emancipatory reason in a coherent conceptualized discourse, caught in the paradox of 

the Cretan liar? His refusal of any “discourse that runs counter to [the discourse of power]”17 is 

part & parcel of an a limine refusal of such terms & such perspectives on reason. Such an 

overriding refusal of a finally (for good operative reasons) dichotomous approach, consubstantial 

with revolutionary, or if you wish radically, alternative horizons of liberatory looking and 

knowledge (and indeed power), makes Foucault’s work perhaps “more classbound and less 

politically productive than it once was”.18 

 By the way, such approaches & horizons were not at all unknown in the France of the 

mid-17th & especially late-18th Century, as encapsulated by the libertins & Molière in the former 

& by Rousseau, Diderot, & Co. in the latter age. But radical alternatives of any kind cannot be 

really thought of in classical discourse theory. It was & remains a discourse of the end of the age 

of revolutions, when structural degradation of the critical intelligentsia & what Bourdieu will 

rightly call its “educational capital” led its perhaps best fraction to fight for sectorial demands. 

The to my mind welcome stress on how the subjects are acted upon by immensely powerful 

super-individual currents (language speaks us, noted Wittgenstein, from which Barthes concluded 

language was deeply Fascist) failed to provide significant space for subjects who might assume 

political agency beyond indignant but as a rule resigned constatations. True, I’d defend even 

these as a contribution to what Rosa Luxemburg meant when she said that to speak the truth is 

already revolutionary. But the dynamic diachrony, why (when, how) some dispositifs fall asunder 

while others achieve dominance & become what Jürgen Link has analyzed at length as what I’d 

call the “normal” norm, i.e. how & why discursive formations evolve & change, was never visible 

in discourse theory. It was, indeed, its non-dit. This seems to me both politically & intellectually 

stultifying.  

 I readily admit that the foregoing has concentrated, for my own purposes of delimitation, 

on the limits & weaknesses of discourse theory, & at that of the orthodox Foucauldian & not 

Angenotian kind. I’m comfortably aware that this is one-sided: the verso, as ‘twere, of a discourse 

theory that has a perfectly useful recto, in which I’ve very marginally participated & where much 

of Marc Angenot’s work belongs. I would be the last one to forget how much we all learned from 

Foucault, Pêcheux, Angenot. Indeed Marc’s unrelenting focus on the tacit implications, on the 

linguistic & institutionalized presuppositions of discourse, seems to me a critical tool par 

excellence, indispensable for any intelligent agency. If I had to pick one essay by him which 

impressed me (& not only me) most deeply & became in turn the presupposition for much of my 

(& not only my) writing, it would be his classical essay “Présupposé, topos, idéologème” of the 

1970s, now embedded in his equally classical book La Parole pamphlétaire.19 I confess to having 

a genological -- not genealogical!  -- bias in favor of indubitable sociohistorical strategic 

ensembles & foci such as discursive genres: in my case, the literary genres of drama or Science 

Fiction, to the latter of which I’m proud to have inveigled Marc to contribute some among its 

most important delimitations (in the first place his fundamental “The Absent Paradigm” of 1979). 

It may be merely this bias which leads me to think that Angenot has since then gained much in 

width or coverage & in magisterial overview of a whole epoch (for ex. in his incredibly rich book 

1889), but that his best subsequent work still is to be measured by the clarity & stringency of that 

book: had he written it about English, or even German, pamphlets & thus been translated into 



 

 

those languages, his fame would have surely -- & deservedly  -- equaled Foucault’s (especially 

had he thrown in a pinch of scandal).  

 But in the spirit of Nietzsche’s epigram, I shall here go on playing the friendly enemy. 

This sharpens sight; for some of the foundational stances of discourse theory reveal that it is a 

kind of younger cousin of Marxism, marked by the family inheritance: symptomal reading, 

demystification of institutional power & blindness, bold totalization of denunciation, combative 

tone (often, though never in the unfailingly courteous Angenot, unpleasantly personalized as “into 

your face, buster!”)... To nobody does this kinship apply more than to Marc Angenot, who comes 

from a dissident, very early on (from the 1960s!) anti-Stalinist Marxism, & who has always 

heeded Marx’s injunction to forsake the point of view of the readymade appearances. This 

syndrome then to my mind also explains the much smaller success of discourse theory in 

comparison to the full-scale Post-Modernism of Lyotard & Co.: it failed to fully kick away & 

savagely enough repudiate the Marxist ladder upon which it had ascended to its seat and stance.  

 How come, then, that discourse theory is also deeply marked by revolt not only against 

Stalinism & then (already a very different affair) against Leninism but also against some central 

horizons of Karl Marx? In a word, because he had explicit positive values; in the name of which 

his demystifications, totalizations, & combativeness were wielded. Let me recur to one of the 

earliest foundational quotes from Foucault (note its arrogantly Stalinist or Whig incipit, the 

magisterial speaking in the name of History!): “History has... abandoned its attempts to 

understand events in terms of cause & effect in the formless unity of some great evolutionary 

process”.20 I shall pass over the exaggeration of formless unity (i.e., the French CP didn’t find 

place in its struggle for the needs & interests of homosexuals or indeed intellectuals) to note how 

the legitimate doubts in the “great evolutionary process” leading necessarily to a beneficent & 

victorious socialist revolution -- a fatally demobilizing syndrome that in all of its pre- & post-

Marxists avatars Marc Angenot has not ceased to worry at in the last decade or so -- are here 

without further ado identified with a rejection not simply of monocausal & monolinear 

determinism (not only fair game but also absolutely necessary in the complex world of World 

Wars) but a rejection of any understanding “in terms of cause and effect”. How can positive 

values operate in a totally non-causal world? Only as private, velleitary orientations (“I feel this 

way”). If they remain normative, i.e. super-individual, discourse theory as a rule finds them 

strange, unnecessary, & even viscerally repugnant. Now the Marxian positive values could be 

pinpointed in a number of ways, but they’d certainly involve both class struggle & a belief in the 

material possibility & moral necessity of revolutions by lower or working classes -- the 

proletariat, a metaphor in later Marxists not necessarily defined as the dwindling industrial 

workers. The historical horizon of these values is embodied in Fourier’s & Marx’s associated 

producers. These values cause (!) the more extreme Post-Fordist Post-Modernists to denounce a 

“metaphysics of transcendental signifier” that for once leads in a straight monocausal line to 

gulags -- as if the denouncers didn’t have transcendental signifiers themselves, their great 

evolutionary story of the end of all great evolutionary stories. Where does this in a straight or 

crooked line lead to? Look around yourself, dear Reader!  

 In a more sober vein, let me conclude that I accept most, almost all, of Marc Angenot’s 

splendid work of the last 10 or 15 years in his “theory of social discourse,” which is of course not 

at all to be identified with the Lyotard or Baudrillard crazies. His unmasking of Second (& Third) 

International ridiculous illusions, his ferocious onslaught on the sectarianisms of ressentiment (to 



 

 

mention only what I liked best), are permanent acquisitions not simply within his theory but also 

for any intellectual with a liberatory horizon. But as we have often debated orally, I am seized by 

a disquiet at what this theory somehow doesn’t do: deconstruct the New Right as well as the Old 

Left; more importantly, at least hint at how may any Novum -- a “New Left,” or simply a theory 

adequate to but yet not complicitous with Post-Fordist capitalist State or any other terrorism -- 

come about. How come, to give just one example, the French Revolution managed to “put a 

Frygian cap on the vocabulary” (Victor Hugo)? Didn’t that create a new dicible (&, of course, 

non-dit)? Is the hegemony, as Angenot but not Gramsci has it, really a faceless -- rather than a 

societally allegorical -- mechanism? In that sense, social discourse theory is a supple, rich, & up 

to a point very worthwhile Post-Structuralism: or should I skip the “Post-” here? Post- or Non-

Post-Structuralists are of course not at all asocial: on the contrary, they are so deeply immersed in 

viscous sociability that they cannot look for alternatives outside its empirical constituents. We’ve 

dealt with this long ago in theory of fiction under the rubric of “Naturalism.” So, while the battles 

of anamnesis are most important, their horizon should be a future that allows, sous peine de 

mort, real alternatives, & not the past. I fear the assumption of unavoidable stasis, which I see 

operating as the proton pseudos of much discourse theory, helps only the rulers, & unfits us to 

meet the huge earthquakes to come.  

 Let me add, however, that the “social discourse theory” is much preferable to the 

hegemonic discourses in Post-Fordist literary & cultural studies, the so-called Post-Modernists or 

(better) Deconstructionists. Surely some negative or destructive things (what we old Hegelians 

called the antithesis) could be & have been learned from their most brilliant onslaughts, say in 

Derrida or Guattari; I tried to weigh such pros against the prevailing cons in a long article 

published in Marc Angenot’s late lamented journal Discours social /Social Discourse.21 But 

enough already: the overall effect of the Decons or PoMos has been to introduce a disastrous 

mishmash bias that I’d in short call anti-philological. They’ve managed, especially in North 

America, to operate a genological (& maybe even genealogical) turn for literary & cultural 

criticism, subsuming it under Mallarméan poetry without the saving grace of verse (which 

criticism cannot ever be) rather than under historical cognition (which is the only organon 

criticism could ever have the chance of being). This is why I called the discourse theory people in 

1.1 the “best fraction” of the academic intelligentsia, & why I’ve in good faith marginally 

participated in -- & carped at -- their endeavors. Marc Angenot’s adjectival addition of “social” to 

the Foucault-inspired discourse is not innocent: it is correlative to the outstanding fact that 

Angenot is philologically one of the most solid eruditions I’ve met -- incomparably more so than 

Foucault. Each of Marc’s works is impregnated by a not only admirably extensive & ambitious 

but also (diametrically opposed to the brilliant slapdash improvisations of Foucault, not to speak 

of his imitators) a precisely delimited & magisterially understood sociohistorical corpus.  

 Nonetheless, most “discourse theory” has chosen for its guru Foucault & not Angenot.  

 

1.3. Final Carpings on Studying Literature  

Finally, I shall touch upon Marc’s splendidly provocative article “Pour en finir avec les études 

littéraires.” Most readers may remember that, in his finest sarcastic vein, he argues there was a bi-



 

 

univocal relation between the university’s teaching Mme de Sévigné or Nivelle de la Chaussée 

while the students read on the toilet Mauriac & Gide. Belles lettres were in the French tradition 

up to 1940 at a prestigious focus of public attention, with debates & scandals reaching a wide 

audience (say, of the urban middle & upper classes). Today, however, the most recent writers, hot 

off the press, have been integrated into the academy’s net, while they are increasingly bereft of 

significant readers outside of it. This makes of high-school or university teaching increasingly 

(the article hyperbolically maintains even a totally) sterile enterprise. Amen & halleluiah: the 

“second reality” of art as Freudian compensation cut off from practice in the vein of German 

Idealism (Kant to Schiller) has nauseated most of us by its complicity with injustice whose 

presupposition is obfuscation.  

 In a way this is the obverse -- &/or presupposition -- of discourse theory: for if one wishes 

to deal with literature (in the widest, which was also the original, sense of all that is written in 

letters) & yet not with literature in the post-romantically restricted sense of belles lettres by 

geniuses, how can one discuss & teach it in the present academy? As (part of) something else: 

cultural studies, or discourse analysis.  

 But: where does that leave littérature in the sense of fiction? I can be brief here, for most 

of what I want to say can be found in Part 2 below (sections 5ff., 22ff.). Marc would certainly not 

wish to get rid of the consumption or indeed production of fiction. He just wishes to help it by 

ridding it of academic interpretation. In a brief apologue he imagines, as an awful warning, a 

sexologist who’d try to teach sex in class by recounting his erotic enthusiasms. This seems to me 

a false analogy, since the reading practice differs centrally from the erotic practice (with which it 

also has, I’ve argued elsewhere, some parallels -- here wittily employed by Marc) by possessing 

an articulated Possible World proposed to the reader’s re-creation. All elements of my 

underlined little definition are crucial: a sexual relation, while in a more enlightened & less 

cramped moral & material environment could well be taught as exemplum in future Abbeys of 

Thélème, creates largely a mini-world unique to the two lovers, more intuitive (for ex., tied to 

pheromones & to the shape of Cleopatra’s nose) than articulated & re-creatable by listener. It is 

halfway to dream, a daydream partaking as much of the idios kosmos, or at least of a fragile folie 

à deux, as of the koinos kosmos in which we all participate when awake. While fiction has an 

unalienable element of daydream, this is subsumed under the communal koiné, the language of 

image & narration available to all of us in Le Lys dans la vallée or Liaisons dangereuses or Tropic 

of Cancer. This language is not available in journalism, pamphlets, police records, or any other 

non-fictional genres of social discourse: for they do not tell a story with its own narrative, 

hypothetical spacetime -- which enables the freedom of the reader to disagree & indeed imagine 

other, different stories with other spacetimes. The fiction analyzer’s enthusiasms & disgusts, when 

properly yoked to necessary technicalities of analysis, seem to me not only allowable but also 

indispensable: no reasoning without emotion, no image without concept.  

 Furthermore, there is one major missing factor in the article, which detracts not a bit from 

Marc’s splendid satire but renders for me questionable a conclusion from his argument taken as a 

straightforwardly serious one (& I know people who took it as such). Why, in fact, has the public 

sphere around poetry, novel, & theatre disintegrated after World War 2? Any schoolchild will tell 

you -- because of the mass media: radio then movie then TV then disco & video then computer 

games, & soon laser holograms etc. ad nauseam. Actually the situation seems to me much more 

complex than straightforward McLuhanism would have it, for one would have to delve into the 



 

 

agonistic & agonizing politico-ideological presupposition of the hysterical technological race 

itself. I myself love both radio & movies, but it must be conceded that, as of the rise of TV, the 

stultifying effects of corporate (& in places State) censorship that had already emarginated 

Chaplin & Eisenstein have become hugely hegemonic & have negated (co-opted) the utopian 

possibilities of new technology. In this environment of a “society of spectacle” (Debord), the 

imperial panem et circenses (& spectacles before bread even), the mass public is daily fed mass 

doses of finished & polished images which cannot be intervened into by the spectator’s 

imagination. So it seems to me there’s no necessary correlation between teaching fiction & 

sterilizing it, as Marc argued. It all depends on the teacher & the class: teaching Balzac, or even 

18th-Century sentimental comedy (which after all led to Diderot & Lessing, who remain 

indispensable), may be a potential antidote to the massive alienation through force-feeding of 

imagination that amounts to brainwashing. A wondrous recent example are the obfuscations of all 

the gleichgeschaltet NATO (& obversely, of all the punier Serbian) media during the 1999 war 

against Serbia, which shows how brainwashing is the prerequisite for murdering. On a smaller 

scale, but nearer to home, disentangling student blind spots while reading Shakespeare or 

Rimbaud, Wu Jingzi or Brecht, might be of at least as much help in showing them that our 

presuppositions about what is (say) “text, reading, history, interpretation, tradition, and literature 

can no longer be taken for granted”22 as overt counter-theorizing.  

 So, while all our functions within the academy include an element of co-optation, of being 

adjunct police(wo)men keeping the kids off the streets, this cannot be solved by cultural studies or 

discourse theory, but only by putting most (or all) of our energies into as direct political action as 

we can manage while starting from letters, and from the methods of historical-cum-critical 

analyzing we have learned while teaching letters -- centrally including fiction. I confess I didn’t 

realize this crux until these last years, when I was on the verge of retiring anyway, so that I cannot 

blame anybody else: but retrospectively, to refrain from teaching fiction seems to me either too 

much (if there’s a point to teaching anything in the impoverished academy, then it’s the 

alternatives of the fictional Possible Worlds activating the reader’s imagination) or too little (if 

there’s no point in teaching anything within a fake “culture”, then we should go elsewhere  -- but 

there is no elsewhere).  

 But I wouldn’t have articulated any of the above without the goad & stimulus of Marc 

Angenot. Nor the following theses.  

 

PART 2. WHAT MAY THE CENTURY AMOUNT TO: INITIAL THESES 

Quid sum miser tunc facturus? 

Quem patronum rogaturus?  

[Poor me, what am I to do? 

Which master do I plead to?] 

 Thomas of Celano, Dies irae23 

 



 

 

Mais comme Brennus avec son épée, et d’avance, 

Suis-je pas dans un des plateaux de la balance? 

[But from the outset, like Brennus with his sword,  

Am I not in one of the trays of the balance?] 

   Jules Laforgue, “Complainte du Sage de Paris”24 

 

Gott haette seine Hand bei allem im Spiel, nur bei unsern 

Irrthuemern nicht?  

[God’s hand should be everywhere present, except in our 

errors?] 

   Lessing, The Education of the Human Race25 

 

War sagt, er koenne beweisen  

wer sagt, er haette kapiert 

und tut nichts 

und tut nichts 

und tut nichts 

der kann nichts beweisen  

und hat nichts kapiert.  

[Whoever says he can prove it, /Whoever says she’s got it, 

/And does nothing, [ter] /He can prove nothing /And she’s 

got nothing.] 

     Barbara Stromberg, “Wer sagt”26  

 

Stupidity is a cosmic force.  

   Miroslav Krleža, Na rubu pameti [On the Edge of Reason] 

 

2.1. The Question; & How Not to Answer It 

So viele Hoffnungen, so viele Entwürfe, so viel 

Vergeblichkeit, und bei alledem: so viel gültige Leistung.... 

Jetzt wirken sie für mich zusammen: das Gedächtnis und die 

Geschichte.  



 

 

[So many hopes, so many projects, so much futility, & 

nonetheless: so much valid accomplishment.... Memory & 

history: now they converge for me.]  

 Hans Mayer, “Gedächtnis und Geschichte” 

 1.  

Overwhelmingly, this Twentieth Century is a time of betrayals. Great expectations, enormous 

efforts, at a few supremely important points (1917, 1945) wondrous, breathtaking breakthroughs 

authorizing the most sweeping hopes (Bloch) -- & yet at the end of it, looking backward at it, a 

huge disappointment. The hope was a historical wager, & the wager didn’t pay off. The enemies 

outside & inside ourselves were too many, too tough.  

 2.  

In this collapse of good collectives & utter malignancy of the bad collectives ruling us, we must 

fall back on identifying ourselves & others. Who betrayed what? I speak as one who’d like to be a 

“writing revolutionary from the bourgeois class” (Benjamin). I wish to retain the stance of a 

radical socialism -- maybe we can today mark its indispensable refurbishing by getting back to 

Marx’s term “communism.” I try to puzzle out what this stance may be today. But it is at least 

clear that a dispossessing social justice is now also the only, if at the moment feeble, hope for the 

survival of this kalpa of humanity.  

 But before we get to “who” & “what”, we still have to ask “how come”? The present flows 

into the future by way of the past: or it flows very badly.  

 3.  

Why? The best people, the greatest achievements, lead to the worst horrors. Einstein & the 

physicists, the DNA discovery & the geneticists, Wiener & the cyberneticists, result in the 

genosuicidal madness of nuclear bombs & the (still threatening) balance of unimaginable ABC 

terror. The yearning energies for well-being & justice of hundreds of millions of downtrodden 

people from Pugachev & Pushkin through the Narodniks to Trotsky & Lenin lead to the grotesque 

deep-sea monster of Muscovite despotism. Fascism draws its energies from perverting, with the 

enthusiastic support of banks & armament industries, the same millennial Joachimite urgency. 

The open spaces of Populist friendliness, breaking through the stock-market ice-crust in the New 

Deal when Mr. Deeds went to town, re-congeal into the anti-utopia of numb Disneyfication 

below, orgies of shamelessness among the soon to be ruined cracked speculators above, & dozens 

of small or medium wars outside, on city streets & the peripheries of empire: triple drug-systems 

mocking & gunning down the pursuit of happiness.  

 4.  

Why is this then?  



 

 

 One answer: the attempts at practical utopianism were so flawed that they were doomed 

from the start. “You shouldn’t have tried it.” Or: “The conditions weren’t ripe.” This Social-

Democratic (Menshevik, the Compromiser of Mayakovsky’s Mystery Bouffe) standpoint is to be 

rejected. In some ways conditions are never & yet always ripe (the old half-full vs. half-empty 

glass), & nothing ever comes about unless radicals & revolutionaries try. Just look at the 

alternative: the billion-slaughtering World Wars, hungers, psyche-devouring humiliations! Lenin 

was right to insist on seizing the day, truly “shot through with a chip of messianic time” 

(Benjamin). This does not mean he was then right about everything else: but he was right about 

the provisionally essential matter in 1917. Consider the ant, thou sluggard: try, try again! Above 

all: learn how to try, perhaps differently! Learn the proper stance to take up (Brecht), how to tread 

the Way (= the method).  

 5.  

One exception from utter betrayals, perhaps the hugest Stonehenge of fragments & warmest 

comfort to be shored against our interplanetary cold ruins: the best of art (in the widest sense). 

The only articulation of lived non-official experience is in Joyce, Kafka, Meyerhold, 

Mayakovsky, Chaplin, Brecht, Picasso, Tatlin, Larionov, Magritte, Ernst, Eisenstein, Benjamin, 

Lorca, Neruda, Bartok, Shostakovich... Even when they were at some times forced to 

compromise, the compromises (Life of Galileo, Ivan the Terrible, The Leningrad Symphony, The 

Dove of Peace) are usually honorable, engaged, & advance our understanding. This too carries a 

lesson, a glimpse of how to evaluate the betrayals by concrete contraries. If only we could develop 

this glimpse -- the Music for Strings, Percussion, & Celesta, the Inspector General direction, 

Battleship Potemkin, “Josephine the Songstress,” Modern Times, St. Joan of the Stockyards, The 

Buckow Elegies, the Private Tutor direction  -- into an articulated plank, a reliable guide to action!  

 6.  

Most of the purely conceptual instruments have fared badly in the vertiginously rapid mutations 

of this century. Have we really had, in any non-fictional writing or indeed other sign-systems of 

this time, any equivalent to the long-range validity, to the power of anti-hegemonic generalization, 

of Marx & -- to a lesser extent -- of Nietzsche? Maybe in the mathematically laced writings (for 

ex., Einstein)? But how much non-antiquarian cognition will remain from the best people? 

Perhaps only methodological hints, & at that overwhelmingly the pars destruens (in Lenin, 

Gramsci, Wittgenstein...)? If so, how can we fail to note Marx & Nietzsche most intimately 

intertwine conceptual logic with metaphors & figures? 

 

2.2. What To See History as; What To See History for 

We know only one science: the science of history.  

 Karl Marx & Friedrich Engels, The German Ideology  

[...] car ce n’est une légère entreprise... de bien connaître un 

état qui n’existe plus, qui n’a peut-être point existé, qui 



 

 

probablement n’existera jamais, et dont il est pourtant 

nécessaire d’avoir des notion justes, pour bien juger de notre 

état présent.  

[It is no easy enterprise to know well a state which exists no 

more, which has perhaps never existed, which will probably 

never exist, & which it is yet necessary to understand 

correctly in order to judge well our present state.] 

 Rousseau, Discours sur l’origine et les fondements 

de l’inégalité parmi les hommes  

 7.  

Why is, for example, Fredric Jameson (himself caught up in viscous history, of which we are all 

viscidly constituted) so much more cognitively useful than Ernest Mandel -- within ostensibly 

compatible & perhaps even, in “thin” conceptual terms, identical historiosophic horizons? It is in 

part a matter of breadth: Mandel remains encased within an even generous, politically informed 

economics; this is of interest to a commonality outside of professionally closed ghettoes, to a 

public sphere, only as semi-finished product for Jameson or as a hint for overriding analogies that 

shatter disciplinary boundaries (un-transcended example: Marx’s great theory of commodity 

fetishism). Lacking either, the “professional” urge (such as chasing the “long-cycle of crises” 

hypothesis) becomes formalized, loses the radical antithesis, & peters out in sterility, the caput 

mortuum of concepts chasing each other’s tail in a circle.  

 A persuasive complement, where both the “cultural” & the “political” have the same 

exemplary, allegorical breadth & depth, is the convergence from these two starting points between 

Raymond Williams & Antonio Gramsci. Or -- probably the most fertile stance articulated in our 

century  -- the interplay between Brecht’s poetic persona & the self-constructed (bricolé), 

intervening Gramscian Marxism of his. But then, both Williams & Brecht knew at first hand the 

tools of metaphoric & narrative (that is not only conceptual) articulation.  

 8.  

The most urgent reconsideration on the agenda of the Left as I see it is of Lenin himself as a 

companion of names from section 5 (and antitypes such as Henry Ford). His masterpieces  -- 

October 1917, or in written form The Philosophical Notebooks & The State & the Revolution; his 

compromises -- the NEP; his mistakes -- absolutizing an “objective” materialism & the then & 

there probably correct but contingent Russian theory of the revolutionary Party: all of them have 

to be faced & evaluated in the same spirit of a “thick” pragmatic critique, in order to possibly 

“reacquire Lenin out of Leninism” (Haug). Nothing is gained & overmuch is lost by erasing & 

tabooing this experience of the century’s most important liberation & betrayal. An excellent 

beginning: Luxemburg’s critique & yet support.  

 Not so irrelevantly, any decision about Leninism (i.e. organized revolution by working 

classes, including intellectuals) is largely also a decision about Modernism. This does not at all 

mean that Modernism is Leninism, & even less vice versa: rather they have the same origin as 

answers to the crisis of capitalism & the bourgeoisie, run sometimes parallel & sometimes diverge 



 

 

or confront each other inimically, as competing vanguards. But it does pose the question of 

teleology: What is this activity for? As Lenin insisted: cui bono?  

  9.  

Theories  -- including this attempt at hypothesis  -- have always been toolkits. A toolkit can only 

be validated & finally adjusted in practice:  

 Like trees with many branches but few roots 

 Are those whose wisdom exceeds their deeds. 

 The winds come & easily uproot them.  

  Pirke Avot (Wisdom of Our Fathers) 

But only tools with a chance at working well -- opening doors, pulling the brake, turning on the 

current, reaching the Internet, solving the equation, finding rhyme & reason  -- should be tested. 

Even solidly rooted trees can only prosper if they have enough leafy branches: their 

photosynthesis is indispensable for the roots to become & remain solid.  

 10.  

Yet in this century, a major mutation in existence & experience has pivoted on the Faustian 

bourgeois moulding into globally violent capitalist. Faust’s citoyen soul was given up, & 

simultaneously in the dominant “democratic” variant centered in the USA also hypocritically 

retained as fake fraternity. The huge & growing existential inequality of layered human classes 

has to cope with, discount, & see thru a formal, legal equality of individuals. The old images as 

well as concepts do not correspond to this existence & experience in the age of world wars. What 

we see life’s events & existents as (culture; or theory, as its possible critique) is no longer like 

unto a tree with roots & leafy branches. Rather it may be like a banyan-tree, whose rhizome-roots 

descend from the branches: tout se tient.  

 Even more extremely, this apparently topsy-turvy mutation may have to take cognitive 

precedence in teaching us how to see the stymied century, in so many ways more similar to a new 

Gothic or Hellenistic Age than to the crown of progress. Such is our filial wisdom.  

 11.  

This is not a plea for “cultural materialism,” unless culture is to mean equally what we’ve 

impoverished into the categorical compartments of politics, economics, religion, psychology, 

anthropology, etc. It is a plea for Marx’s (& Vico’s) history as the only knowledge, for historical 

materialism centered on many struggles of many classes, where “final instances” depend on the 

investigating subject as well as the investigated object, as the only epistemic & political chance of 

our intelligence to minimize the catastrophe, to fruitfully “organize pessimism” (Naville & 

Benjamin).  



 

 

 12.  

If so, art is not enough. The 21st Century desperately, imperatively needs liberatory political 

movements by groups & classes responding to the fierce class struggle from above by an at least 

equally determined, persistent, & witty struggle from below. The struggle of working people 

against the stifling hegemony must largely begin as the struggle of intellectuals  -- for we too are 

workers & share the same destiny  -- against universal brainwashing; & anybody is a potential 

intellectual insofar as she or he attempts to make sense of the forces shaping our lives (Gramsci, 

Brecht). Attempts to make sense of the forces shaping our lives will run into sand unless 

understanding connects to practical changing of the pernicious constellations stunting our lives. 

“The highest art is the art of living” (Brecht).  

 This is the horizon against which all our toolkits have to be judged. No toolkit is viable 

unless fusing the lessons of political & artistic practice. No politician should be trusted unless he 

has learned literary understanding (wit). No cultural critic should be trusted unless she is engaging 

in empirical politics. (Therefore, I am not to be trusted either, unless we optimistically think that 

past engagement can confer some wisdom upon one’s present stance & glance when in search of 

present engagement.) “Politics” & “art” meet first in practice: they come out of & return to our 

everyday lives. But then, they cognitively meet on epistemological ground: how, what, & why do 

people take their circumstantial relationships as & for.  

 

2.3. A Little Philosophy of History 

[...] we might have been otherwise, and might yet be.  

 Donna Haraway, Modest Witness 

 13.  

The macro-periodization of human history proposed by the Manifesto of the Communist Party is a 

powerful tool. This system of lenses worked through two analogies or allegories. The first was an 

extrapolation by the two Rhinelander authors of the French Revolution of 1789 into the shortly 

coming proletarian revolution of all countries (but starting in France & Germany). The second 

was an extrapolation of the Gemeinschaft (commonality) of tribal societies into the classless 

society. This results in the Hegelian triad of tribal -- > class -- > classless societies.  

 14. 

Experiences of the last 150 years have thoroughly shaken the first allegory. It may well be 

(though we don’t know enough) that the bourgeoisie of 1789 -- & earlier English or Dutch 

forerunners -- is the only class to come to durable power by sudden insurrection after slow & 

thorough economic incubation. Also, in a system of communicating vessels, it is the first ruling 

class consciously foregrounding perpetual growth-dynamics of production (alienated labor). The 

proletarian productivity of immediate producers requires dis-alienated labor so that it cannot 



 

 

properly incubate before the revolutionary phase itself (Luxemburg) -- except in some pre-

figurations, including much art. Thus the analogy between bourgeois & proletarian revolution 

seems not to hold. A further, complementary argument is the radically changed technoscientific 

environment which has added the survival of the Homo sapiens & other mammal species -- that 

is, global dynamic equilibrium of people with their “environment,” calculating in negentropy as 

opposed to profit -- to the revolutionary goal. Other reasons for the failure of this analogy may be 

found: to begin with, the sexual oppression & stultification out of which the feminists speak.  

 There are some arguments that the metamorphoses of labor in computerized production 

may -- at least in the North -- create a working class whose productivity will be potentially more 

dis-alienated: both based on collective creativity & hindered by the profit motive. Even in that 

case, it will have to be examined whether the participation in the extra profits of global capitalism 

allows this class to become as revolutionary as the tiers état.  

 15.  

The second, long-duration analogy is one between primitive or tribal communism, where low 

productivity enforced absence of classes in the modern sense, & a society without class 

antagonisms -- though never without contradictions & clashes of interests -- based on high 

productivity. Even if this forgets the huge drawbacks of tribal life (what was the average length of 

life?), the argument remains unshaken & more indispensable than ever. But that reformulates the 

theory of history into a tetrad: tribal -- > precapitalist -- > capitalist -- > classless societies. In 

other words (as can be, for example, read out of Moore’s Utopia): capitalism wasn’t 

providentially necessary, a Happy Fall ensuring final redemption; nor will it be providentially 

overcome. More mileage is here latently present: for one thing, we may have to reformulate the 

price for any further failure as not simply “socialism or barbarism” but a more horrifying specter 

of some variant of decennial or centennial fascism, fusing aspects from all the worst capitalist, 

feudal, despotic, & slave-owning societies in the interest of the new rulers. Which lay godhead 

may guarantee this is not possible?  

 16.  

How can we not remember Hitler, the huge shadow out of this century cast upon our future? Born 

& reborn of despairs & rages inseparable from capitalism, Hitler is for us immortal just like 

socialism. Next time, the Iron Heel would be using drugs & genetics for its supermen.  

 But obversely, & always, “all poets are Jews” (Tsvetaeva): the critical & irritating 

marginals, enunciating annunciations. So are all other marginals, the millions or billions of people 

who understand very well that they are rejected, humiliated, & exploited by this shameless 

capitalism without a human face. But in their wit, all these millions understand just as well as (or 

better than) intellectuals the utopian chink of “les choses pourraient être autrement” (Ruyer: 

things could be otherwise). Brecht’s confrontation of the monster Hitler with the plebeian joker 

(Witzereisser) Schweyk at the end of his eponymous play must be our orientation for all the 

catastrophic defeats & victories to come in the extremely dangerous 21st Century.  

 17.  



 

 

What then remains of Marx? Many things. Centrally: the realization that the figure of Destiny is 

in capitalism Political Economy. Tykhe is swallowed into the Stockmarket, Anangke rides on the 

profit-bringing & profit-enforcing bombers. Hell is the sweatshops of China & Montreal, the 

cubicles of solitary rooms.  

 

2.4. The Question of How; “Science” 

Salus rei publicae suprema lex.  

[The health/ salvation of the commonwealth is the 

overriding law.] 

 Ancient Roman rule 

[NOTE 2004: This section, comprising Theses 18-21, has since my 2000 draft been published in a 

somewhat different form, and it is here cut in the interest of brevity.} 

 

2.5. Poetic Justice vs. Murderings  

De quel nom te nommer, heure obscure où nous sommes?  

[By which name to name you, hour of obscurity wherein we 

are?] 

  Victor Hugo 

Eh! Où en êtes-vous dans la route du bien quand la 

mendicité, l’agiotage, la banqueroute, la mauvaise foi 

règnent plus que jamais dans votre dégoûtante Civilisation?  

[Well! Where are you on the road to the good when beggary, 

speculation, bankruptcy, bad faith reign more than ever in 

your disgusting Civilization?] 

 Charles Fourier, Égarements de la raison 

 (both cited in Marc Angenot, “Religions de 

l’humanité” et “Science de l’histoire”, draft 1998) 

 

 22.  

How may we generalize the lesson from the huge exception of art (see 5.)? One way is that poetry 

is a form of wit, bringing out the unexpected from the encrusted. Another way is that the artistic 

spacetime, the “thickly” different world co-produced by the user’s imagination, “fixes” the 

unexpected as a latent picture is fixed by the chemical bath into the photographic negative. What 



 

 

is fixed is also articulated; it can be understood, contradicted, sifted. The overriding law of the 

bourgeois world is Franklin’s “time is money,” the highway of exchange-value destroying the 

fertile wetlands. In traffic with art, “time is a form of wealth to be spent at leisure & with 

detachment” (Calvino), the worlds are manipulably & possibly different. “It ain’t necessarily so” 

(the Gershwin brothers): use-values do not have to be given up. In poetry’s (art’s) utopian 

glimmer, probe, & epitome, alternatives for humanity can be -- cheaply! -- rehearsed. It is at its 

best, in its horizons, a perennial playful childhood of human kind. But also -- for the triumphant 

side may today not be disjoined from the militant side -- the wrathful aspect of creation binding 

the poisoners.  

 23.  

Poetry (artistic production) is then potentially a privileged form for conveying & constituting 

cognition, for humanizing it by means of figures & events recalling but also modifying the life-

world, & for understanding what cognition is & may be. Art foregrounds the user’s interpretation 

but attempts to steer it according to a constant orientation. The worlds of art may (in the best 

cases) present us with radically different experiences, whose shapings are then guides to salvation. 

It is understandable that ruling classes intuitively distrust & hinder cognition & salvation. But the 

unbelievable obtuseness of all shades of Marxist politics toward art, of a piece with their refusal to 

renew their thinking by bathing in ongoing history, raises serious doubts about their liberatory 

interests (as opposed to change of ruling class-blocs). As Nietzsche had surmised, we have to 

“look at science in the light of art, but at art in the light of life.”  

 24.  

But, of course: the potentiality of this poetically just privilege can only be realized “when it will 

be understood that every literature that refuses to walk hand in hand with science & philosophy is 

a homicidal & suicidal literature” (Baudelaire). And today we have to add to these tacit assistants 

of murderers all artistic experience that refuses to (if not walk hand in hand with, then) expose 

itself to, face & understand, the deepest liberatory currents of its age. Or obversely, that does not 

refuse the unprecedented destruction of life’s qualities.  

 25.  

What then may be workable, embodied answers to the peculiar, stunted rationality of wars, of the 

exchange-value rule of bureaucracy & army? We have to find this out in action. As Vico argued, 

whatever we cannot intervene into, we cannot understand (say, the cosmos). But, clearly: only 

use-values can stand up to capitalist unequal exchange. Ancient designations for these use-values 

were compassion, indignation, & love: that is, today, communism & poetry. We need to realize 

that there is no poetry without communism, & no communism without poetry. All poets know 

this, often in fantastic metamorphoses; few communists have allowed their suspicion to flower. 

When sundered, what we get are caricatures which compromise the potential horizon of either.  

 26.  



 

 

Thus, the overriding question is now: where are we to look for liberatory currents in this dürftige 

Zeit (penurious, indigent, shabby, needy, mean, paltry, poor time) of ours? For if we don’t at least 

guess at them, approximate them, try to forecast them, pave the way for them, help -- however 

feebly -- to make them possible or maybe bring them about, how are we to use Marx’s great 

insight that no theory or method can be divorced from or indeed understood without the practice 

of social groups to which it corresponds? How are we to delineate the new sensorium humanity 

needs for survival?  

 27.  

This may today be only answered by contraries: What are the major blights most efficiently 

destroying human flesh, dignity, & sense? I can begin by naming three: mass murders, mass 

prostitution, mass drugging.  

 Ours is an age of violence multiplied by the unprecedented powers of technoscience, & 

whoever doesn’t write, create, work because, in spite of, & against this violence, is co-

responsible for it. The violence corresponds to obfuscating -- either facelessly generalized or 

individually demonizing (the enemy is either The Moslems or Milošević)  -- language & 

imagery. This is where we can, & therefore must, begin to intervene.  
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